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1. Introduction
This report is part of WP 6 (Evaluation). The aim of this WP 6 was to develop evaluation tools for assessing
professional development via video-supported collaborative learning. With the help of these tools, the
impact of pedagogical practices on the professional development has been measured. In addition, Human
Impact Assessment has been done to better understand the implications of the use of video tools for the
learners and teachers. Finally, an impact assessment was done to validate the effectiveness of the
innovation process by looking at the innovation potential and limitations of the co-creation partnership
model. The model describes the co-creation between HEIs and education technology companies and
defines the significant factors of university-industry collaboration in the context of video-supported
collaborative learning. The model was built in WP 5 (Experimentation). In addition, the data collection
including appreciative interviews of the experimenters as well as company interviews were conducted in
WP 5.

The university-industry collaboration
The higher education institutions (HEIs) play a key role in generating the knowledge, innovation and
human capital required to increase European and international competitiveness in a knowledge-based
economy. In order to tackle the related challenges, universities require modern approaches towards
research, innovation and knowledge transfer. One of the core strategies is the university-industry
collaboration (Mora et al., 2010; Parjanen, Hyypiä & Laitinen-Väänänen, forthcoming).
Although the university-industry collaboration has been acknowledged to generate advantages for
participants, it is not without challenges (Bruneel et al., 2010). There are several barriers; for example,
different organizational logics, structures and goals for activities may hinder collaboration (Villaini et al.,
2017). In addition, professionals from different functional domains must intensively learn from each other
in order to be able to collaborate (Schmickl & Kieser, 2008; Parjanen, 2012; Ingerslev, 2016). Differences
across such boundaries can lead to separation, fragmentation and disconnection, but also to innovation,
learning and cross-fertilisation, if handled properly (e.g., Leonard, 1995; Carlile, 2004; Kimble, Grenier, &
Goglio-Primard, 2010; Parjanen, 2012; Kislov, Walshe, & Harvey, 2012).
Collaboration between higher education institutions (HEIs) and businesses has been in the focus of
development in European higher education strategies for many years (OECD, 2019). Griffiths and Guile
(2003) described four models or practices for collaboration between higher education institutions and
enterprises in aiming to achieve and accomplish mutual learning, collaboration and partnership. In the
fourth, the most advanced collaboration model, knowledge and skills are resituated, which means
reviewing current activities from a totally new perspective and discussing new ways of acting together. In
practice, this requires planning the means of collaboration and alternative ways of acting both at the
workplaces and in education. When collaboration continues and develops in a more advanced direction,
trust between partners increases and mutual aims can be defined, and the collaboration can then be
labelled a partnership. A partnership aims to offer new solutions to new problems, which no organisation
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can accomplish alone. (Häggman-Laitila & Rekola 2011.) Ståhle and Laento (2000) call collaboration, at its
best, a strategic partnership. In a strategic partnership, partners are seen to set common aims and goals.
During the operations, organisational borders are exceeded in many ways, and communication is equal
and open. A strategic partnership is defined to be based on commitment, and it is usually seen as a longlasting relationship (Laitinen-Väänänen & Vanhanen-Nuutinen 2013). (Parjanen et al., forthcoming)

Distances and proximities as sources of innovation
Innovation research has shown that innovation processes can benefit from diversity. Innovative
breakthroughs often occur at the intersections where it is possible to connect fields, problems, or ideas
that have seemed unrelated (Hargadon & Sutton, 1997; Johansson, 2004). Interaction between
heterogeneous knowledge bases within an organisation and with various external knowledge bases is
necessary in order to experience and benefit from the effects of diversity. However, the presence of
relevant knowledge does not imply that the inflow of new ideas into the organisation is an automatic or
easy process. For example, professionals from different disciplines and organisations frame problems
differently and assess solutions from their own distinct perspectives (Ingerslev, 2016). It is also assumed
that, in the same cases, professionals from different functional domains have to intensively learn from
each other in order to be able to collaborate or co-create (Schmickl & Kieser, 2008; Parjanen, 2012;
Ingerslev, 2016).
Proximate actors, such as people and organisations, have a tendency to collaborate. On the other hand,
if collaborators become ‘too proximate’, the benefit of collaboration starts to disappear (Boschma, 2005;
Nooteboom, Vanhaverbeke, Duysters, Gilsing, & Van den Oord, 2006). Boschma and Frenken (2010) call
this a ‘proximity paradox’, meaning that, while a high degree of proximity may be considered a
precondition for making various actors connected, proximity between actors does not necessarily increase
their innovation performance and might even impair it. Hence, some researchers, especially in innovation
studies, use the concept of distance to highlight the need for diversity in innovation (Harmaakorpi et al.,
2006; Parjanen, 2012; Uotila, Harmaakorpi, & Hermans, 2012). As distance increases, it has a positive
effect on innovation by interaction, because it yields opportunities for novel combinations of
complementary resources. Knowledge building often requires dissimilar, complementary bodies of
knowledge (Boschma, 2005). A study by Mitchell and Nicholas (2006) supports the idea that new
knowledge is created through interactive processes based on sharing and integrating of previously
unshared knowledge. According to them, knowledge is dependent upon the existence of disparate
perspectives. In this respect, distance tends to increase the potential for innovation (Boschma, 2005).
However, at a certain point, distance becomes so large as to preclude a sufficient mutual understanding
needed to utilise innovation opportunities (Nooteboom et al., 2006).
Geographical proximity is not the only form of proximity; forms such as organisational, cultural, and social
proximity are also recognised (Boschma, 2005; Harmaakorpi et al., 2006; Knoben & Oerlemans, 2006;
Parjanen, Melkas, & Uotila, 2011; Rallet & Torre, 2005). According to Knoben and Oerlemans (2006), the
various proximities are defined and also measured in many ways, and, at the same time, show large
amounts of overlap. They posit that three dimensions of proximity are relevant – geographical,
7

organisational, and technological – while perhaps the most frequently used typology is Boschma’s five
dimensions: geographical, cognitive, organisational, institutional, and social proximity. Parjanen et al.
(2011), again, introduce eight different proximities and distances (Table 1). The purpose of the recognised
proximities or distances is to remind that, while drawing the lines between the individual dimensions may
be very difficult, identifying and discussing them is useful in both theoretical and practical work.
Table 1. The challenge of proximity/distance in innovation (Parjanen & Hyypiä, 2018).
Proximity/Distance

The challenge in using innovation potential

Geographic (territorial, spatial, local,
or physical) proximity refers to the
physical distance between actors
(Knoben & Oerlemans, 2006).

Short geographical distance brings actors together, favours
interaction, and facilitates the exchange of knowledge (Torre &
Gilly, 2000). Geographic proximity does not automatically lead
to innovations (Boschma, 2005).

Cognitive proximity refers to the
degree of overlap between actors
concerning their knowledge bases
(Nooteboom et al., 2006; Boschma,
2005).

If actors’ knowledge bases are too similar, the likelihood of
innovative recombination is lower than when dissimilar
knowledge bases are combined. A certain degree of cognitive
distance enables creation of new innovations. (Nooteboom et
al., 2006; Boschma, 2005.)

Communicative proximity refers to
similarities in concepts and
professional languages (Parjanen et
al., 2011)

A not too great cognitive distance between actors enables
effective communication (Boschma, 2005). When making a new
idea understandable, concepts from other fields or sciences, for
instance, may be utilised. (Parjanen et al., 2011)

Organisational proximity refers to
similarities in ways of coordinating
the knowledge possessed by
organizations (Boschma, 2005).

Organisational proximity may provide a solution to uncertainty
and opportunism. Too much of organisational proximity can be
unfavourable to innovation because of the risk of being ‘locked
in’ in specific exchange relations and of lack of flexibility.
(Boschma, 2005.)

Functional proximity refers to
similarities in expertise in different
industries or clusters (Harmaakorpi
et al., 2006)

Functional proximity increases the probability of collaboration
and makes the collaboration easier (Balland, 2012). However, if
the actors are functionally far from each other, there is more
they can learn and there are greater possibilities for
innovations, even though the distance also means that it is
more difficult to learn. (Parjanen, 2012.)

Cultural proximity refers to
similarities in (organisational)
cultures, values etc.

When cultures are similar, organisations are expected to
interact more easily because of common interpretations and
routines (Knoben & Oerlemans, 2006). The challenge is to get
people working in different organisational cultures to
collaborate (Harmaakorpi et al., 2006).

Social proximity refers to the social
embeddedness in terms of
friendship, kinship, and experience at
the micro level (Boschma, 2005).

Social proximity co-ordinates transactions and enables the
exchange of knowledge because of trust. Too little social
distance at the intra- and inter-organizational relations may
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weaken the innovative capacity due to an overload of trust.
(Boschma, 2005.)
Temporal proximity/distance is
related to differences in ability to
imagine possible, potential futures
(Parjanen et al., 2011).

The challenge is to acquire and assimilate future-oriented
knowledge so that it could be exploited in a proactive manner
(Parjanen et al., 2011).

Co-creation in the ViSuAL project
Within the ViSuAL projects, a model describing the Business (BUS) – Higher education (HEI) co-creation
was collaboratively produced (see Figure 1). Higher education institutions have an important role to play
in generating knowledge, innovation and human capital that are needed to increase international
competitiveness in a knowledge-based economy. As universities require novel approaches towards
research, innovation and knowledge transfer, one of the core means is the university-industry
collaboration. The model constructed on the BUS-HEI co-creation within ViSuAL consists of three layers
around the core target of the process: development of video-supported collaborative learning of the
students. The layers describe different factors referring to the societal environment (the ‘knowledge
building ecosystem’ in Figure 1) and the prerequisites (the concepts on the yellow layer), processes (the
concepts on the green layer) and key actors in facilitating the development of video-supported
collaborative learning. The collaboration between partners builds each partner’s knowledge. In the model,
the concept ‘knowledge building ecosystem’ thus refers to a process where knowledge is considered to
be co-constructed in collaboration between equal partners. ‘Goal-setting’ is necessary for directing the
joint process. ‘Commitment’ is something that each partner individually is responsible for. ‘Continuous
dialogue’ and ‘reflective assessment’ are processes done together with the partners to build trust and
shared understanding. Co-creation is based on the ideas of open and user-driven innovation – meaning,
for example, that the technology users (teachers and students) are also active participants in the process.
Research-based service development and the possibility to measure its outcomes and impacts enable
effective teaching and learning. According to a practice-based research approach, it is essential to explore
how users of the technology solve their problems; how they construct their competence in practice.
Understanding the practices of teachers and students enables interpretation of the situated learning
processes that take place in teaching and learning. (For further information, see Laitinen-Väänänen,
Parjanen, Hyypiä & Küüsvek, 2020.)
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Figure 1. The BUS – HEI co-creation model.

2. Data for the model building
The following data were utilised for the model building.
Appreciative interview data
-

The experimenters were interviewed after both experiments with the help of the appreciative
inquiry method. The appreciative inquiry interviews discover positive attributes and possibilities
of a collective community. The interviews focused on finding the good practices, envisioning the
next steps in sustaining the positive practices as pedagogical models and making further
improvements.
o

25 interviews conducted after the experiments (7 from Finland, 7 from Holland, 4 from
Estonia, 6 from Portugal, 1 from Switzerland).

Education technology companies’ interview data
-

The purpose of the company interviews was to define the elements of successful collaboration
between education technology companies and higher education institutions.
o 6 company interviews (3 from Finland, 1 from Portugal, 1 from Switzerland, 1 from the
UK)
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3. Results
The results of our analysis, described in the following, are divided according to the distance/proximity in
question and the data source (company interviews/ appreciative interviews). The respondents’
information is not given in order to maintain confidentiality.

Company interviews

Cognitive distance/proximity
In the company interviews, the cognitive distance was presented as a precondition for successful cocreation. Different kinds of knowledge are needed to be able to create successful products and services.
The essential question is how to manage the diversity so that it does not become an obstacle for
development or utilisation of innovation potential. At worst, cognitive distance hinders co-creation when
the parties do not understand each other’s starting points and intentions.
“…that I can profit from learning sciences and educational science, and higher education institutions can
profit from computer engineering or computer science. This means that we already are professionals, and
when I say professionals, I speak about the competence in the huge sense of this word which includes
attitudes, transverse skills, ways of behaving towards people.”
“I think about collaborating with the universities’ researchers or even professors. And even with the public
institutions and public administrations, for example, school directors or stakeholders; so you see that we
are speaking about different profiles. So far, I was referring to collaboration with my company and people
like university researchers that would share different perspectives, but of course, final users [end-users]
are very important. So when you spoke about usability and accessibility, I was thinking of the final users.”
“The IT declined to do anything, they argued that that would need a huge process first, or something. And
the teachers were quite helpless there and said that the piloted software would then be quite useless. That
is something that I have come across regularly. The IT has a world of their own, and maybe they do not
have the understanding of the core of university business.”

Communicative distance/proximity
Cognitive distance may be manifested as communicative distance, making it difficult to create a common
understanding when words and concepts are foreign or the meaning is different.
“Obviously, it has to be in the right language, so that people can understand each other…”
“…but the fact that we could use words coming from our language but in different ways with different
nuances and with different meanings, because we belong to two different professional communities.”
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“The words were the same but the meaning we gave to these words was completely different, and to finetune each other, it is a very important and necessary condition [that] in the beginning, you have to invest
time to build a common language – that is, a shared language – to be sure that the meaning you give to a
sentence is the same for both parties, or all the parties involved.”

Social distance/proximity
In company interviews, social distance emerged as the need to build trust at the beginning of the cocreation process. It is noteworthy that there is a need for (1) trust between people, (2) trust in
organizations and (3) trust in products.
“If they don't trust you, they don't trust your product or they think you just want to earn money from them.
This is not a good basis for collaboration.”
“…it was also important to meet, first of all in presence and then online, to listen to each other. It was
important in this experience, not only to share perspectives and language, but to listen to each other in
terms of expectations.”
“In the beginning, you can't say there was already trust. Trust has been built all over the project, all over
the meetings, all over the interactions, and this was the fuel for the good collaboration to [take place].”

Cultural distance/proximity
Cultural distance was emphasised in company interviews. It was something that was noticed but very
difficult to express in words. Cultural differences between countries were referred to, but diversity in
organisational cultures, in particular, was stressed.
“And I’m sure there is a lot of cultural stuff and such that I don’t know of or understand. But at least big
challenges for companies and suppliers are the price level that we are prepared to pay and [knowing] what
are the important things in the universities.”
“…which means that there has been some perspective-taking, perspective-bringing or even perspectivesharing, we could say, and I mean coming from two different worlds, two different cultures.”
“Of course, the cultural differences between different countries have an effect here.”
“There is a lot of evidence already that points to the benefits of using video and [to] the benefits for
enhancing teachers’ professional learning, but there are obviously some obstacles to that. …And the
change that it requires in the culture, in the way of working is the hardest thing.”
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Organisational distance/proximity
Organisational distance was particularly evident in large organisations where the required information
does not necessarily flow between different departments. In ‘siloed’ organisations, it could be challenging
to find the right people when starting the co-creation.
“When it comes to higher education institutions, it can be more tricky because, by their nature, they have
got various departments, and often the people who are concerned about the actual enhancement of the
practice are not the ones who hold the budgets. And those who hold the budget do not have maybe… do
not oversee all the aspects and all the efficiencies that can be achieved.”
“So, when those functions are distributed and siloed within an institution, it is more difficult to make that
[succeed], and this is another reason why working with higher education institutions in this project is really
useful for us; because we want to understand how we can talk to the right people.”

Functional distance/proximity
Functional distance was one of the most important distances causing problems for companies. Especially
public sector practices and bureaucracy cause problems. In addition, the project-like nature of the cocreation and characteristics of external funding are usually not familiar to the companies.
“One of the challenges we have to face, talking about failure, is their unrealistic expectations. If you pay,
say, 2000 euros per year for something, you can’t expect assistance and all sorts of services for free. I don’t
know… there must be many reasons why things have got that way. Without doubt, this has an effect on
failures, and then again, there is always a lot of bureaucracy in the background.”
“Procurement legislation is another chapter. It is really gruesome. If there is an open call for LMS [Learning
Management System] and some Moodle providing company wins it, and this is a real-life example… some
big company won the call and the price was altogether 45 000 euros for the total of four years, comprising
all maintenance and work. [The] Blackboard bid was 220 000 euros. The winning bid was below all internal
regulations and instructions, nowhere else can you bid this low a price. This gives a picture of the market
situation. Here we go price first, and the lowest price at that, that’s the most important thing. You can’t
do anything about it, if it changes one day, then it will.”
“These kinds of projects… like these EU funded or any other project that has external funding to carry out
the project, there is bound to be some bureaucracy. Especially if you talk about projects that involve a
university partner together with companies, the company people who participate in the cooperation don’t
have any previous experience of the management of such bureaucratic administration.”
“Of the frustrating things, there is one thing related to higher education institutions, and that is the project
after project and allowance after allowance kind of life that they lead. That is really frustrating. There is
nothing as unpleasant as when the institution comes to thank you after a year, saying ‘this was really great
and fine, thank you so much and really great, but this is it now’. Ok, so the project is over, and we have
been working for nothing in a sense that it is over. Of course, they have funding for some projects which
come to an end at one point, and then they jump to the next thing.”
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Temporal distance/proximity
The rapid development of technology poses its own challenges to product development. In addition, the
time perceptions of companies and higher education organizations may differ. For a company, a threeyear development project may seem like an eternity, while for universities, three years is a very common
timeframe for a development project.
“The world is changing rapidly. We have also made many R&D plans, but they have lost their meaning. To
be strong today, everything has to be simple and easy.”
“Let’s see how the markets develop and what is happening generally. Our industry is a bit special; the
development pace is huge. All systems and devices move on so fast; who knows what the needs will be in
the future.”
“And the business world is hectic, there is bound to be changes in our staff, and three years from this point
of view is too long for us. For a startup company partner, three years feels like eternity, a terribly long time.
When you think of their situation at the beginning of the project and then again in the end, the world for
them looks totally different.”

The appreciative interviews of the teachers

Cognitive distance/proximity
Cognitive distance was clearly visible in the data. The teachers were lacking the technological knowledge,
and most of them needed help in technology use. There were ICT departments, university researchers,
company representatives or colleagues who helped the teachers manage with the technology. Some
training sessions were also organised. In addition, it was acknowledged that the technology experts give
a new kind of perspective to the video use because their expertise differs from pedagogy. However, in
some cases, the teachers thought that they had been left alone with their technological problems, and
that was unmotivating. They felt that it was very challenging to ask for help from ICT support because they
did not understand the pedagogical issues, and the teachers themselves had difficulties in understanding
the perspectives of the ICT experts.
“…we really need technical competences to create these kinds of videos, which sometimes is very hard.”
“For us to be able to do it alone we would need training at technical and digital levels.”
“Without them [researchers], I wouldn’t be able to create the video or to conduct the experiment the way
I did. In terms of technical support, the involvement and support of the university was crucial.”
“This is teamwork. It has to be the technology provider along with teachers and the university. For me, the
university helped a lot by making the bridge between teachers and the technology provider.”
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“I learned that people who are not pedagogical experts have a very different perspective on learning and
how to design and facilitate learning.”
“A colleague helped me with the practical boundary conditions [technical and organisational things].”
“We definitely needed help from the IT specialist of our institute.”
“Yes, I have asked them [teenagers] for help at home.”
“The technical support does not even sometimes know what is happening. Partly because, I have to say,
when we don’t have our own technical support for music [department], instead we have technical support
for well-being [department]”.

Communicative distance/proximity
It was acknowledged that language and concepts may cause barriers to collaboration. This may also
explain why some of the services are not used.
“…that while we may create our own concepts and way of talking, I would like us to ensure that the
concepts and language we speak are also open to our target audience without interpretation.”
“…and not many are interested in using them [ready-made video material on the Internet]. Of course, the
problem is also that they are mostly in English, and there is very little material in Finnish.”

Social distance/proximity
Based on the data, the teachers needed more discussions and collaboration with other teachers. In
particular, technological problems would have been easier to solve if there had been someone, physically
close, giving advice. In addition, the discussions that the teachers had had focused mostly on addressing
technological issues rather than pedagogical issues. The teachers took advantage of companies’ tutorials
and chat services, but those cannot replace face-to-face guidance.
“There was no collaborative learning with other teachers because of the video. There is no group, and I
felt very lonely because of that.”
“I have not discussed this with colleagues.”
“I want a feeling of community in working with video with my colleagues.”
“I really like to create something with someone else on an equal footing, and I think that this will help [the
video learning] to improve.”
“If I had a problem, I turned to them [the company] and they answered me. There is a tutorial on their
website, but this does not increase cooperation.”
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“We just discussed whether it [the in-ear-monitor, saving the videos] worked okay or not.”
“I go through the times when we had [a help desk person] in our own unit, that is, the music had a woman
named … who was there, and I could call her and she came to help me.”
”…now I feel that if I had been the only teacher here without my colleagues, I would have been really
lonely.”

Cultural distance/proximity
Organisational culture was referred to in a few interviews. The teachers suggested that the organisational
culture should better support trying new things and conducting different experiments.
“…if you think about our organisational culture, I can see that you [referring to the interviewer] are
probably the only one, [together] with [the name of the colleague], chatting, encouraging and praising
others. And, of course, there are others, and I have that experience as well. But when you think about ...
these formal structures, you get just a little bit of feedback.”
“…but when people then refused to say out loud what they were thinking, for fear of losing their position
or something. I don't know what they’re afraid of. Or ‘face loss’?”
“…then I think that it is also [organisational] support that you are not forbidden. Because it is possible that
it [new experiments] can always be denied.”

Organisational distance/proximity
There were several links missing in the collaboration that hindered knowledge sharing between various
actors. It was considered, for example, that the companies do not really have links to users. The teachers
needed more information about how to collaborate with technology providers and how the students
could be in contact with the company representatives. It was suggested that it would be good to have one
person who could coordinate the collaboration between the teachers and the company. There were also
problems in the educational organisation in knowledge sharing. The supervisors do not necessarily know
about the resource needs and the problems related to using videos in teaching and learning. In addition,
even if knowledge has been shared, it does not necessarily reach everyone.
“The company should build a closer dynamic with the users. It could be a simple online chat. In this
situation, which is an experiment, with a product that might have different flaws and needs constant
feedback from the developers … How [can] anyone testing their own product [not be] paying attention to
what’s happening? The company is too far away from the users.”
”But it has been good that [the name of the colleague] has contacted the company, because he's been in
touch with them before. Not in the way that each of us throws comments there…”
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”I had a student who wanted to do a video. And then I had to ask [the name of the colleague] if there is a
person in the company who could help. And I wish this could be easier. If the student could mention that
he is in my group, there would be no need to go around the whole world and ask for all kinds of
possibilities.”
“But of course, considering these pilots and what we were doing in the project, then maybe in some way
there could be more direct communication about the situation there [in the company] as well. It could
have made it easier for us, if we had known for sure that now this is a challenge that will not work on this
schedule, and so on.”
”Things have been informed about, meetings have been organised, everything has been done, and then
there is a person who has not participated in those trainings, has not sought information, and then there
is a discussion on Yammer about what this box here is, why is it here…”
“[The name of the education manager] probably wasn't there in … in our workshop; … I don't know how
much she knows."

Temporal distance/proximity
In the interviews, it was highlighted that the higher education institutions should think and act proactively.
The institutions should offer the future teachers skills that they need in their work. The institutions should
also understand that video technology is changing fast and creating new possibilities for the collaboration
with companies operating in different fields.
“Because I believe that it is important for a future teacher to have the courage to be in front of the camera,
then if we do not use video options [in teacher education], we will not offer them the opportunity to get
the experience of being in front of the camera – of getting used to their own image and voice.”
“I think it’s already present in young people’s life [holograms, 360 images], but it’s coming more slowly
elsewhere and we don’t really have the maturity yet, for example, in our teacher training, to take
advantage of it, but that day is coming very soon.”
”But then the vision, as the management tool, of how to use videos is missing…”
“And the problem is that this video technology, if it is widely covered, has been undergoing tremendous
change for many years, but we do not understand it.”
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4. Utilisation of the innovation potential in distances
Best practices in shortening the distances
This report shows that the co-creation process is seen as an iterative process, which requires time, trust
and open communication. However, the trust is achieved over time as well as through action. Changes
are always somewhat challenging, and projects – international ones, in particular – do not lead to instant
wins for anyone (nor should those be aimed at). In particular, new technologies and instruments, and
their adoption and, above all, their acceptance require time and patience. Brokering and/or facilitating
knowledge among different actors is of crucial importance, but it is also essential between colleagues
within one’s own organisation. There is always an opportunity to learn and listen to each other in order
to enhance openness and transparency in the collaboration.
Successful co-creation can be achieved, when there is a clear aim and distinct action steps. Check points
are also important, including their regular evaluation. In order to avoid inefficiency and wasting any
resources available, meetings should always be scheduled with a clear agenda. It is essential to identify
participants’ different starting points and roles, both among experts and among organisations’ fields of
activity (company partners vs. higher education institutions). International projects and successful
collaboration should have an impact also on the societal level, when considered from both national and
international perspectives. In particular, management and coordination should be clear and systematic
within the project partners’ own organisations, but also throughout the co-creation process, that is,
among all actors in the project.
“One of the richnesses of this project is the fact that we are evaluating the experience before and after we
are capturing [it].”
“…But the fact that we could use words coming from our language, but in different ways with different
nuances and with different meanings, because we belong to different professional communities. And this
again means [a need] to ‘synchronise’ each other to get ready to improve our view, perspectively.”
“…Other institutions where they have objectives but they may not have either the skills or the practical
resources, you know, the time of someone to be facilitating that [reaching objectives]. … then we end up
having just maybe a few practitioners within the institution who are obviously – if we think about the
adoption curve of different kinds of innovators – early adopters, risk-takers who are willing to try
something new, but when it comes to the actual proper integration within the whole team and structure,
facilitation is lacking.”
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Table 2. Best practices in utilising the innovation potential in distances.
CONTEXT OF
THE COCREATION
Between the
company and
HEIs

BEST PRACTICES

INNOVATION POTENTIAL IN
DISTANCES

Face-to-face discussions before and during
the co-creation process

Shortening social distance between
the partners enables trust building.
This also helps in understanding
cognitive and cultural differences
between the partners.

Time for building a common vision and
creating a shared language
Acknowledging the cultural differences
between partners
Listing frequently asked questions for
collaboration projects including issues,
actions and requirements within the
project, and explaining what kind of
procedures are utilised when dealing with
those

Cognitive distance may require a
special brokering role to be played
between the company and the users
(teachers).

Checkpoints/milestones (evaluation of
what has been done in comparison with
the aims)
Feedback sessions
University researchers as knowledge
brokers between the technology company
and the teachers
Between the
company and
the teachers (or
students)

Sessions and tutorials with the company
representatives before the use of videos in
teaching
Joint workshops for teachers, students,
company representatives and researchers,
for experimenting with the technology
before using it oneself

The innovation potential is related to
cognitive distance. At this level, the
focus is on how the company could
collect user knowledge and use it in
the development of its products and
services.
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The company representative observing the
use of the video and collecting user
knowledge
Using chat between a teacher and a
technology provider
A named person whom a teacher can
contact
Channels where teachers and students can
give feedback and ideas and ask questions
The company engaging external
(pedagogy) experts to facilitate teachers’
possibilities to use the technology
The company offering digital platforms for
teachers
Inside the HEI

A long-term strategy about the use of
videos in the HEI.
Possibilities and resources to conduct
different kinds of experiments (maintaining
a culture of experimentation)
Technological support services that are
easy to contact and also have some
understanding about the requirements of
the subject in question.
Joint practices for how to collect ideas and
experiences about the use of the
technology (who collects the ideas, how
the company receives the ideas, how the
company’s answers and solutions are
communicated)
A link (facilitator) between the teachers
and the company (with knowledge about
pedagogy and technology)

It is essential that the HEI utilises
temporal distance in its activities and
sniffs the future potential in new
companies, technologies and
branches.
The HEI also needs organisational
arrangements and cultural readiness
to enable effective and modern use
of technology.
In addition, the HEI may act as a
broker to connect different actors
with each other to enhance the use
of the video technology in its
networks
Utilisation of functional distance
creates possibilities for innovations.
That is why active networking with
organisations in different fields could
be fruitful.
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Active networking with companies in
various fields
Proactive development activities
Brokering between different organisations
Among the
teachers

Teacher teams/ different roles on the
course
Face-to-face discussions and digital
platforms for the teachers to discuss, learn
and reflect
Mentoring

Sharing knowledge and experiences
is important among the teachers
who may have different levels of
knowledge about how to use videos
in teaching and learning. The
teachers also acknowledge the need
for social proximity (a sense of
community).

A starter kit for beginners

5. Recommendations
Based on our co-creation model, it is important, in the beginning of the collaboration, to communicate
and listen to each other in trying to find a shared language and joint understanding. The shared language
and joint understanding are needed for verbalising and sharing the expectations from both sides. Practical
workshops can sometimes be more useful than just informing the teachers about new technologies or
possibilities to utilise videos in teaching and learning. If both partners are not equally involved in the
setting of the goals at the very beginning of the project, there is a risk that the goals remain unclear and
the way the project is carried out is not very structured.
The biggest problems tend to lie in the relation between the HEI’s IT department and the educators, that
is, the people who do the most important educating work. The teaching staff may say that they need a
specific tool or software, but the IT people may say that it is not possible. Higher education institutions
are seen as an important customer for companies, but difficult to reach.
“The university’s technical services were a fundamental support for the development of the project, as they
promoted activities with students with technological means that we did not have in the classroom and
introduced the students to new ways of working in groups, presenting them with a set of new tools.”
“The university’s IT support did not help me at all. After a while, I stopped asking them because they only
saw barriers caused by technics and privacy.”
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Especially if projects involve a university partner working together with companies, the company people
who participate in the collaboration may not have any previous experience from dealing with the
management of such a bureaucratic administration. It may be very commonplace to the university staff
or people who carry out projects with external funding to monitor such funding. In the business world,
this kind of funding may be unfamiliar or strange, because in companies, the funding and financial
resources come from what you do and how well you have performed previously.
What is important is to be able to have a dialogue and reflect during the collaboration. If partners have
common objectives, they have to reflect on the ways to reach them. If they do not have a clear goal, they
do not know what to reflect on and which way they are heading.
The prevailing cultural differences – if we acknowledge and accept them – may be an enriching
experience; to see that in another culture, things can be done in another way. If you go deeper and ponder
why they do the same thing in a way that is different from ours, there may be a lot you can learn and
understand; that something can be done in at least two ways, if not many more.

6. Conclusions
During the co-creation project, the goal of a company is naturally to gain such knowledge of their own
product or service that it can be polished to serve, even better, those parties and people who may possibly
use it in the future. The objectives of a higher education institution may not be in parallel with the
company’s views. It is important to chart the common objectives together at the beginning, so that both
sides have a clear image and understanding of each other’s motives in the project. Then they can together
build a process that benefits both sides. This is the presupposition and starting point for a co-creation
project.
To summarise some prerequisites for successful university-industry co-creation, they are commitment of
the HEI’s IT department and management; their understanding of what their HEI is involved in, and
removing internal obstacles in the higher education institutions. The fact that collaboration must be
profitable over time can be divided into smaller pieces or stages. If business partners get good ideas, even
those might be profitable at some point. The business world is hectic; there is bound to be changes in
staff, and three years from this point of view is rather long, particularly for new ventures. These issues
should also be understood.
In addition, companies want to concretise outcomes and end results, and then decide their opinion on
what was a success and what was a failure; which issues should be paid more attention to, and what the
overall achievement was during the co-creation.
The premise for a successful co-creation project is a strong commitment and a clear view of all partners
concerning what they wish to accomplish. Common objectives and means must be clear already when the
project is launched.
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In the future, technology plays a major role in education, but even more important is the substance of
education; how and by what means, and how effectively in a pedagogical sense, the teaching and learning
situations can be offered.
The co-creation projects help create networks, and the networks, in turn, enable further exploitation of
technology – and also networking itself – later on. That is what is crucial.

Final remarks
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, digital and distance learning have taken a huge leap. Digital learning
practices require platforms and tools to promote studying and interaction taking place during the learning
process. HEIs needing those tools will increasingly collaborate with companies providing such products
and services. From the company perspective, when further developing their products and services, they
require HEIs’ management’s commitment and IT department’s understanding as well as users’ feedback,
for which teachers and students are an important source. On the other hand, teachers should have
experience in using educational technology to design high quality learning processes that make full use of
the potential of digitalisation and are in line with HEIs’ pedagogical approaches and practices. In order to
achieve the goals of both HEIs and companies, co-creation and close interaction together with research
organisations are needed, so that what is learned can be shared and transferred to other environments,
too.
“We [the whole ViSuAL project/ collaboration] have the opportunity to create something that would add
something new to the overall teaching practice – which would hopefully really lead to much wider
implementation. And therefore, a much stronger impact on teaching and learning which we … believe in.”
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